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Background

 Corpora for loanword lexicography

 For cross-linguistic investigation (GLAD) comparable “national corpora” 

should be available

 How can corpora help us to establish frequency? 

○ * = less frequent, ** = frequent, *** = highly frequent)



Italian corpora: itTenTen and CORIS 

CORIS 2017: 150 million words of written Italian (1980- 2016)

Genres: press, narrative, academic, miscellaneous, ephemera

PRESS - 38 million words (newspapers, periodic, supplement)

FICTION - 25 million words (novels, short stories)

ACADEMIC PROSE - 12 million words (human sciences, natural sciences, physics, experimental 

sciences)

LEGAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE PROSE - 10 million words

MISCELLANEA -10 million (words books on religion, travel, cookery, hobbies, etc.)

EPHEMERA - 5 million words (letters, leaflets, instructions)

Italian Web 2016 (itTenTen): 4.9 billion word corpus made up of web-based 

texts (end of May – mid-August)





The data

 410 new Anglicisms recorded in 3 recent editions of the Italian general dictionary 

Zingarelli, namely 2014, 2017 and 2018.

 three time spans: the first in 2010-2013 (2014 edition, 146 new items) the second 

in 2014-2016 (2017 edition, 141 items), and the third in 2017 (2018 edition, 123 

items) 



Research questions

1) Which of the 2 corpora is more suitable to provide reliable frequency scores?

2) Are Anglicisms recorded between 2010 and 2017 current enough and representative 

of “general, modern, commonly used” type of discourse (see GLAD guidelines for 

contribution to the Anglicism database)?

3) Do corpus data confirm that the most affected semantic fields are IT, economy

and sport (Pulcini 2017)?

4) Do differences emerge among the 3 time spans?



The pilot study (wordlist #1)
 New Anglicisms recorded in the 2014 edition of Zingarelli dictionary

(compared to 2010)

 Anglicisms recorded in 2011, 2012 and 2013

 Total number: 146

 hashtag 2009, microblog 2007, paywall 2010

 bloodhound 1861, dumping 1914, company 1926

 70.5% general meanings vs 37% specialized meanings



Procedure
 Anglicisms were looked up in itTenTen and CORIS

 Items were searched for in both lowercase and uppercase

 Items were searched for in singular and plural forms

 Multi-words were searched for in their solid, separate and hyphenated

forms

 Multi-words were also searched for in both lowercase and uppercase

 Figures were summed up and a lemma list was created

 Lemmas feature in the final list in the form attested by the reference 

dictionary







Comparison among the top 50 Anglicisms

 Items featuring in itTenTen and not in CORIS: 

outfit, widget (IT), primer, lifestyle, regular season, Dropbox (IT), 

torrent, snippet (IT), slideshow (IT), anti-age, veg, multitouch (IT)

 The items featuring in CORIS and not in the itTenTen: 

duty free, dumping, megastore, direct marketing, private banking, 

melting pot, peer review, premiership, downsizing, celebrity, 

backdoor (IT), Neet.



Relative frequency

Anglicisms are low-frequency lexical items

Frequency is calculated out of 1M words

app 5.25 (CORIS) vs 48.59 (itTenTen)

outfit and snippet (very high score in itTenTen, very low or absent in CORIS) 

premiership and downsizing (very high score in CORIS, very low in itTenTen)



Field labels
itTenTen:

no label 28 (56%)

IT= 13

Internet=4 

IT and Internet= 34%

econ.=2

sport=1

cinema/theatre=1

psychology=1

CORIS:

no label= 32 (64%)

IT=8

Internet=3

IT and Internet= 22%

economy=3

cinema/theatre=1

econ./autom.=1

psychology=1

sport=1



Zero occurrences in CORIS
snippet 1.26 

adware 0.42

counsellor 0.35

Segway 0.22

mockumentary 0.14

paintball 0.11

Blu-ray Disc 0.08

blurb 0.07

ski cross 0.06

trashware 0.05

fit box 0.04

overruling 0.02

retrorunning 0.02

freegan 0.01

overdesign 0.01

websurfing 0.01

bling-bling 0.00

dedendum 0.00



Discussion and conclusions
1) Which of the 2 corpora is more suitable to provide reliable frequency scores? 

 itTenTen (but a large, balanced corpus would be better)
 Corpus data must be filtered by speakers’ perceptions and experience

2) Are Anglicisms recorded between 2010 and 2017 current enough and 
representative of “general, modern, commonly used”?
 No

3) “Do corpus data confirm that the most affected semantic fields are IT, 
economy and sport?
 IT and Internet are the top donor fields in the new millennium, followed 

by economy and economic-related fields (marketing, business). Sport is 
on the decline.
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